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The CT-9
CONFIEDERKT COUNTERED :

A MYSTERY SOLVED?
by GEORGE B. TREMMEL

SPMC 2623, ANA 134712

IFTY years ago Philip H. Chase published his book
Confederate Treasury Notes, a thoughtful, well-re-
searched and well-written precursor to today's books

on that subject by such authors as Grover Criswell and Arlie
Slabaugh. His Chapter 7, dealing with counterfeit, facsimile
and bogus notes, laid much of the ground work for the serious
study of contemporary counterfeits of Confederate currency—
a subject with a number of topics still remaining unexplored
and incompletely understood.

Four years later, in 1951, Chase updated Chapter 7. With
the availability of new findings on Confederate currency coun-
terfeits (Sidney C. Kerksis was cited as a major contributor) he
published his update in the October 1951 Numismatist. In that
article, Chase made reference to a counterfeit of the Chase Type
110A (now Criswell T-9) "Sailing Ship" note. He mentioned
several differences between the counterfeit and genuine notes
and then closed his comments with:

In the single specimen now identified the signatures and the
serial number do not conform to the Register entry.

Unfortunately, Chase did not reveal the note's location, con-
dition or serial number (though he did identify the plate block
letters as "Ccc"). Further, he offered no photograph or detailed
description. Apparently his observations have been forgotten
over time, since current CSA currency reference works omit
any mention of the reported existence of a CT-9. So as a new
collector of CSA counterfeits, my curiosity was piqued about
the elusive CT-9 and I set out to find answers to a few ques-
tions. Can Chase's reported find be verified? Can a more de-
tailed description be obtained? Has more than one CT-9 ever
been reported? What is the present location of the CT-9('s)?

While continuing my study of the Raphael P. Thian Collec-
tion of Confederate Currency at the Duke University Special
Collections Library, I recently found a counterfeit of the T-9
"Sailing Ship" note. The note was discovered in the same Thian
scrapbook that contains the previously reported new Indian
Princess counterfeit. But is this the note Chase reported? The
answer is probably, but not certainly.

First, both Chase and Kerksis visited the Duke library dur-
ing the 1947-1951 period and probably one or both of these
researchers saw the CT-9. Second, the note is a close match to
Chase's description in the Numismatist article. Key similarities
are:

• "Ccc" plate block letters
• Heavier lines of ship's rigging from foremast to bow

• Slightly larger lettering of "Twenty Dollars"
• "Fishhook" in "Confederate" banner
• Incorrect Thian Register signature pair.

But to say the note at Duke is the CT-9 Chase reported we
would need to be certain he had not been aware of other CT-
9s at the time of his article. Of this we cannot be sure. While
Chase refers to "the single specimen now identified," it is pos-
sible, though less likely, he was referring to another CT-9.

At least three other Type 9 counterfeits are known to exist
and are known to have been owned by Chase. When they last
surfaced the three notes were offered for sale in the 1987 VNA
Convention/NASCA auction catalog of the Douglas Ball Con-
federate Currency Reference Collection. The three CT-9 coun-
terfeits were, at one time, part of the Chase collection and were
acquired in 1968 by Dr. Ball for his collection. They, subse-
quently, became part of the 1987 sale. When Chase originally
acquired his notes is uncertain. So, one of these notes might
be the note he wrote about. My belief, however, is that Chase
first became aware of the existence of a CT-9 from observa-
tions he and Kerksis made at Duke. He then searched for the
notes he eventually acquired. The notes—two variety CR-29B
and one CR-32—are now part of the currency collection of the
Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond, Virginia.

Returning to the CT-9 at Duke University, the following is a
detailed description of that note.

1) Lithographed counterfeit of a genuine CR-9/29B, printed
in black on white paper. Condition is about good. The
note generally appears crude and darker than genuine,
especially in the ship's hull detail. The details of the value
medallions appear less distinct.

2) Serial Number, 1655, is written in red ink. Plate block
letters are "Ccc" with a period after left plate block let-
ters, but missing after the right plate block letters.

3) Signatures (M. Winston and J.C. Tennent) appear to be
signed forgeries. They are also the incorrect signatures
for this serial number as identified in Thian's Register.
(The correct signers are John Ott and C.C. Thayer.)

4) Other differences from the genuine T-9 are:

• a faint, almost-transparent shadowing beneath the
"20" in the upper right medallion

• in the lower right medallion, a thicker right-to-left di-
agonal stroke in the first "X"
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Counterfeit

Genuine

• in the word "years" at the top left of the counterfeit,
the tail of the "y" is truncated and the finishing stroke
of the "s" curls past the upward stroke.

5) The note is cut-canceled in two places: across the central
vignette and between the central vignette and the "20"
medallion on the left.

6) A 19 x 5 mm. rectangular piece is missing from the fore-
mast area of the central vignette and is adjacent to the
cut-cancellation.

7) As reported by Chase, the ship's rigging lines between
the foremast and the bow are heavier than the genuine
and the lettering of the "TWENTY DOLLARS" is 0.5 mm.
higher. Also, present in "CONFEDERATE" is a faint "fish
hook" between the bottom of the "E" and "D."

As a point of interest, a possible explanation of why the coun-
terfeiters used the Winston-Tennent signatures with serial num-
ber 1655, is that those signatures are correct for the same serial
number of a variety of the T-18 note. That note, also a $20
denomination issued in 1861, has the same Sailing Ship cen-
tral vignette and is found with plate block letters A19-26 in
the serial number range 1601-2600. Perhaps, possessing a
genuine T-18, the counterfeiters used that signature pair on
the CT-9 and assigned a serial number in near proximity of
the genuine serial number—hoping that the associated simi-
larities of the two types, signatures and serial numbers would
improve the chances of the CT-9 passing undetected. In any
event, this CT-9 has been detected and now takes its place as a
key Confederate counterfeit rarity.

(Sources on page 17)
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is also incorporated into a marker [upper left and right cor-
ners of the note] by the engraver. All genuine notes have hand-
written signatures of railroad officers: the general bookkeeper,
vice president, and treasurer.

All notes, counterfeit and genuine, are characterized by close
border margins and uneven cuts [most probably a characteris-
tic of clerks cutting the individual notes from a sheet]. All notes,
counterfeit and genuine, have two vignettes; a large primary
vignette located top, just right of center, and a minor vignette
located right of center at the bottom of the note. The primary
vignettes always incorporate a wood or coal fired locomotive
theme. The minor vignettes vary widely, but usually incorpo-
rate a cargo theme.

Notes having a handwritten maturity date, or a handwritten
counter, are counterfeits. All notes having engraved signatures
are counterfeits. Some of the counterfeits I have examined are
of much higher quality than genuine notes, and authentica-
tors should use extreme caution.

I have viewed notes in $5 and $10 denominations, and have
heard reports of $20 notes; I have not personally viewed or
authenticated $20 denomination notes. Note denominations
are presented in Roman numeral or standard [English] nu-
meric format. On three occasions I have viewed denomina-
tions with Roman numeral and standard [English] numeric
format on the same note.

Although I have experienced some debates on the correct
spelling of the names, I have had two handwriting analysts
decipher the most common signatures on genuine notes. To
the best that I am able to determine, the three most common
signatures on genuine notes are:

General Bookkeeper: A. Ware
Vice President: 1.A. Ray

Treasurer: C. Murdoch

Hoober's rarity listing for "Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis"
railroad notes is 50 to 100 known [for each denomination,
and variety]. Through my research in the last year, I believe
that many of the notes have been lost through inadvertent
destruction and mishandling. Using the McDannel rarity scale,
I believe an R-2 rating for the $10 denomination [both varia-
tions], and an R-3 rating for the $5 denomination is more
accurate. Since I have not yet viewed an authentic $20 denomi-
nation, the rarity rating, if not in fact the existence, of the $20
denomination is unknown.

Cancellation of the notes is normally by hole punch through
signatures, or through the serial number.

I have allowed publication of three genuine notes, from my
private collection, with this article. The three notes were se-
lected to present as many possible design variations as may be
found on genuine notes.

I am always interested in new information on this series of
"Railroad Notes." I am sure that there are collectors in the So-
ciety [SPMC] that have "Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis" notes,
and welcome questions, comments or letters of any sort, to
P.O. Box 2443, Ft. Riley, KS 66442-0443 regarding the history
behind these fascinating notes.
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